Gaura Lila notes 10
Chaitanya Bhagavata – Adi Lila 10
Marriage with Sri Laksmipriya
Pastimes w/ Murari Gupta:

p In class he was continuously in debate

p Nitai would defeat everyone’s arguments
p N would continue discussions after class

p MG did not like LCM’s discussion, therefore he would avoid
p N decides to confront MG

p “Let us see who is intelligent enough to refute my conclusions. Some students don’t
even know the rules of conjunctions, yet they are satisfied to study on their won.
They eventually become fools because they do not take help from someone in
knowledge.”
p MG ignores

p N was pleased, but continues to challenge

p N: Murari, why are you studying here? There is no mention of mucus, bile & air.
What need do you have for grammar. You should go somewhere else and study the
plants…
p MG: What do you mean? You haven’t asked me any questions yet. Ask me any
question and I will answer
p N: Ok, what did we study in class today?

p MG would explain & and N would argue against. It would go back & forth one not
being able to defeat the other…
p MG: Why are you so arrogant that you are always challenging me?

p N placed hand on MG’s foot. Whole body started to erupt in ecstasy.
p MG was astonished & understood N not ordinary

p MG to N: I surrender to you. I will become your student.
N starts teaching at Mukunda Sanjaya’s house

p MS’s son, Purusottama Sanjaya is also a student
p N would teach explanations, then refute them
p N would deride other teachers

p “Who is actually a Bhattacharya/Misra?”

p Let them defeat me, then they will be qualified
N gets married:

p SM was thinking should get N married to keep him home
p N was also thinking to get married

p One day at Ganges N sees Laksmidevi (Janaki) daughter of Vallabharcarya
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Marriage with Sri Laksmipriya
p N smiles at L, L offers obeisance in mind

p Local brahmana, Vanamali Acarya, whose service it was to arrange marriages
suggested Laksmidevi to SM (nice daughter of Vallabhacarya)
p SM: Vishv… is too young and is engaged in studies seriously
p VMA leaves disappointed

p VMA meets N on road and VMA tells N that SM declines
p N comes home. To SM: did you not listen to VMA.

p SM became very happy & calls VMA back the next day
p VMA approaches VA to make proposal

p VA is excited but comments he that he has poor and doesn’t have sufficient dowry.
p Laksmidevi was had such a brilliant aura it lit the whole house
p Wedding night N stay at L’s house.
p Next day L’ moves in with N
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